pmc—windrow-combining and direct combining. the windrow-combining method is the least satisfactory. windrowing leaves, the stems tangled and intertwined with each other. the pickup reel on the combine shakes the windrow for 2 to 4 ft in front of the machine causing up to 50% shatter loss. on the other hand, the dry windrowed material allows better air separation of utricles and leaves and reduced plugging of the elevators.

the direct combining method reduces shatter loss on the pickup reel to less than 20%. the critical factor in reduction of shatter loss is the ground speed/pickup reel speed ratio. the closer this ratio is to 1 the lower the shatter loss will be. high moisture content of the leaves is the singular disadvantage of this method.

internal adjustments of the combine are not critical. slow rub bar cylinder speeds of 3000-4000 fpm are used. a cylinder spacing of ¾ inch is sufficient to remove all utricles from the stems and will leave up to 50% of the leaves intact.

data from observational studies at the bridger pmc show that fourwing saltbush grown under the culture and management described here, has a seed production potential of $600 lb/acre of utricles. these utricles were hand stripped from 3-year-old plants without cutting the plants back to a 2-inch height. yields from a quarter-acre seed production field were 748, 740, and 804 lb/acre in 1965, 1966, and 1967, respectively. the harvesting procedures described above were used on this seed production field.

the use potential of this range forage plant has been described (dayton, 1931; judd, 1962; plummer et al., 1966; wilson, 1928). this potential can be realized providing sufficient quantities of high quality seed is commercially available at reasonable prices. the seed production potential of this plant has been examined and its suitability for culture, management, and harvest as a domesticated farm crop has been established. there remains now the task of selecting and developing ecotypes and varietics which will be best suited to regions, soils, climates, and uses where it is needed.
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a gate latch for electric fences

r. l. dalrymple

agronomist, agricultural division, noble foundation, ardmore, oklahoma.

crossfencing is important for subdividing pasture units of one species or to separate improved pastures from native range. one type of crossfencing that has been effective at the noble foundation is a 2-strand barbwire electric semi-suspension fence. however, there was dissatisfaction with the commercial electric fence gate latches. the commercial latches would not expand sufficiently for easy gate opening and closing. the latch springs were very susceptible to over-expansion and the insulator material was prone to cracking and breaking (fig. 1a). these characteristics rendered the handle ineffective for live wires. to correct this general dissatisfaction, a homemade gate latch and handle was assembled.

few materials are needed for simple and rapid assembly of the gate latch and handle with nominal cost of approximately 45¢ or less for each completed latch (figure 2a and table 1).

few materials are needed for simple and rapid assembly of the gate latch and handle with nominal cost of approximately 45¢ or less for each completed latch (figure 2a and table 1).
Cost can be reduced by utilizing items on hand. This cost compares well with commercial latches which retail for 40¢ to 60¢ each and have not been satisfactory.

The main body of the latch, the screen door spring, is available from hardware suppliers in numerous diameters, lengths and tension strengths. The ⅜" x 16" spring has proven quite satisfactory to hold the 18-ft barbwire gate with adequate tension. If a light smooth wire was used for the gate, the spring could possibly be lighter. The spring should be galvanized or painted to retard rust and corrosion. Higher tension springs may be needed for heavier wire or wider gate spans.

The ⅜" screen door spring will stretch up to 75% of its contracted spring length before becoming overexpanded, thus a 16" spring will stretch 12 inches. Overexpansion of the spring by livestock or overzealous "gate openers" can be prevented by affixing a strong hook wire through the spring as depicted in Fig. 1b. Generally, this is an unnecessary accessory. The wire is affixed to the front ring or spring eyelet and protrudes through the rear of the spring far enough to allow sufficient spring expansion for easy gate opening and closing.

Handle insulator material such as rubber or plastic hose enables the gates to be opened or closed while the charger is in operation. Rubber hose seems more satisfactory due to its all-weather flexibility and insulator characteristics. The length of the insulator material should be about 8 inches; sufficient for convenient handgripping. The hose ID should be slightly larger than the diameter of the spring to enable easy movement of the spring in the hose when the latches are used. The loose hose fitting also prevents binding of the spring as the spring contracts or expands.

To prevent eventual breaking of the electric fence gate wires at the hinge end, the wires should be loop spliced (Fig. 3a). The loop serves as a hinge. The insulator hose may be prevented from slipping off the spring and onto the electrical wire by using a large loop in the gate wire or by turning the ends of the gate wire at right angles to the spring (Fig. 3b). A key ring at both ends of the spring will serve the same purpose, but will increase the cost.

The flat washer serves as a butt for the insulator hose as well as a mechanism to firmly hold the key ring. This facilitates hooking the latch to the electric fence "hook" (Fig. 2b).

The steel key ring or spring washer is used due to its ease of fastening into the spring eyelet. A common "O" ring can be used but it is more difficult to fasten directly onto the spring. The key ring or "O" ring serves as the eyelet for the gate hook which is the end of the electrical wire at the gate post.